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Previous page Cristallized vase 
Height 53cm
This page Cracked Rim bowls
Diameters 12cm, 16cm and 20cm

Hanne Enemark is currently based in the UK having left her native 
Denmark, a country immersed in a strong design heritage. Having studied 
glass & ceramics at the prestigious Royal College of Art she now has a 
studio based in London. Hanne Enemark is a designer and maker whose 
sensitivity to the hot and cold qualities of glass draws heavily from her 
Scandinavian upbringing. 

Enemark’s work celebrates the many conflicting qualities of glass, from soft 
and malleable airy fluidity to sharp rocky brittle shards. Her works are hugely 
labour intensive and all pieces are hand blown and polished using age old 
techniques. 

In her own words;

‘The key themes in my work are minimalism, simplicity and beauty. I play 
with the perception of glass by experimenting with contrasts such as hard 
and soft, sharp and smooth, heavy and light. By amplifying the visual tension 
created between two opposites, I explore the intriguing and visually 
stimulating nature of contrasting elements. Ultimately, I hope to evoke 
wonder and amazement with the final result.’

As part of an ongoing programme of Vessel Editions, working with studio 
artists, Hanne Enemark’s range of lighting and artworks offer endless 
possibilities to be personalised and developed for individual projects.

The Imago and Phototaxis Collections are made in collaboration with  
digital tools specialist and designer Lynne MacLachlan, who created the 
unique digital software tool used to generate the butterfly wings. The tool 
has the ability to never repeat a pattern, allowing endless butterfly designs. 
www.lynnemaclachlan.co.uk
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Previous page Phototaxis Chandelier with glass moths
Each shade approx 15cm diameter, 25cm high

This page detail of brass & glass butterfly
Opposite page Phototaxis Chandelier with brass & glass butterflies

All pieces within the collection can be commissioned to bespoke size
and colour requirements for single lights or multiple applications



Imago vase
Height 48cm 

Imago vases
Heights from 33cm to 36cm 



Imago vase
Heights from 26cm to 34cm 
Can be commissioned to bespoke size and colour 
requirements, with varying butterfly quantities



Fondue Series vases
Heights 16cm to 22cm





Previous pages Cristalline vase and detail
Height 46cm
This page Cristalline vase, opposite detail
Height 37cm



Fools Gold
Diameters 14cm to 18cm



This page Cristallized vases
Heights 18cm to 32cm
Opposite page Cristallized vase 
Height 53cm



Opposite page detail of Cristallized vase
Height 53cm
Above Cristallized vase 
Height 32cm





Previous pages Cristal vases
Diameters 15cm to 24cm
Above, left  and next pages Cristal vases
Heights 15cm to 24cm





Choker vases
Heights 18cm to 33cm



Basalt Boxes
Heights 8.5cm to 20cm
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